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What IS a Hydroplane ? 
A type of hydroplane without 
a sharp forefoot, and planing. 
The 
T
HE attainment of high speed in water craft has 
been a fascinating problem ever since man began 
to venture upon the water. The oared vessels of the 
ancient maritime peoples, propelled by many galley­
slaves laboring at banks of oars, the triremes in which 
the sea battles of the Greeks and Romans were fought, 
the speedy oar and sail ships of the Norse Vikings, the 
war canoes of the American Indians, were all pushed 
hard upon occasion, to get the utmost possible speed. 
But these craft one and all were creatures of limita­
tion ; the boat, man's water-going invention, could not 
hope really to command the sea until steam became 
available for marine propulsion, replacing human mus­
cle and the capricious aid of the wind by a mechanical 
power which could be increased indefinitely. 
The application of steam opened up a new era ; but 
though vessel speeds were greatly increased, the ability 
to eat up the miles on the water as the railroad train 
does on land was by no means attained. It might be 
thought that the speed of an engine-driven ve·sse·l 
would be merely a matter of motive power-that in 
order to increase the speed one must simply put in a 
larger, more powerful engine. But such is not the case, 
as the designers of steam craft in the first few decades 
following Robert E'ulton's great demonstration so 011 
found out. So far from the speed of the vessel being 
proportional to the engine power, or in anything like 
that ratio, it was found that above a certain speed"-:" 
depending on the design of the hull-it did little good 
to increase the power. The work of the engine, deliv­
ered through side-wheels, stern-wheel or propeller, . was 
expended in urging the mass through the water on 
which it floated. The ordinary boat is a structure 
which sinks till it has displaced a weight of water 
equal to its own weight, and in all boats this means' 
that the immersed surface presents a considerable re­
sistance to the forw�rd urging of the wheels or pro­
peller. Shaping the surface to give the easiest possible 
passage through the water, by refinements of marine 
architecture based on the study of stream lines, fluid fric­
tion and the friction of · the supporting fluid on the :-;ur­
faces of the immer:-;ed part of the hull, reduces thh; re-
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Fig. I .-Diagram indicating roughly how the power required 
to drive a boat rises with the speed. due to wave-making of 
immersed surface. Fig. 2.-Diagram showing the upward 
thrust due to motion of plane at an angle with the resisting 
medium. Fig. 3.-Single-step and two-step hydroplanes. 
tardation. But with the easiest sliding hull that could be 
built to give the required displacement con$istent with 
seaworthiness, there is an inevitable limit to the in­
crease of speed with increase of power-a limit beyond 
which it does not pay to put in a larger engine simply 
because at most a tritiing increase of speed is obtained 
thereby. Any attempts to exceed this "critical speed" 
result in an abnormalls: heayy and bulky motive power 
and corresp�ndingly great weight of fuel: required to 
be carried and space alloted to fuel, a condition inimical 
to cargo carrying capacity and sometimes also . to sea· 
worthinesEl, and permissible only in war vessels and 
raci�g boats, where high sp�ed at any cost is the ruling 
consideration. 
. The introduction of gas engines as motive power, 
giving rise. to that remarkable product of the past fif­
teen yellrs, the motor . boat, helped the speed problem 
woilderfully by enabling a much larger power to be 
realized frpm a given weight and space of material in 
the engine and in the fuel carried ( gasoline) .  Motor 
boats have set an entirely new standard of marine 
speeds through the use of an engine which is of small 
weight and size compared to the steam engine with 
A type of hydroplane with a 
sharp forefoot, and planing. 
its boiler and coal, and which allows the hull to be 
designed with finer lines. But notwithstanding the ex­
tension of the speed possibilities thus gained, the fluid 
resistance of the hull as an immersed surface largely 
remains to limit the speeds attainable. In brief : As 
long as the craft presents a considerable immersed sur­
face it must be driven through the water, and, there­
fore, encounters a resistance which rises very rapidly 
with the speed. Without dwelling on technicalities 
we may note in passing that the fluid resistance to a 
boat's motion is made up of two parts, viz., surface 
friction and wave-making. As shown roughly in the 
annexed diagram ( Fig. 1 ) ,  whereas the surface fric­
tion ( the lower ordinates ) increases as the square of 
the speed, the power consumed in wave-making in­
creases very much more rapidly, that is, at an in­
creasingly rapid rate of increase. This wave-making 
resistance is due to the displacement of water by the 
moving boat. 
But if one can avoid driving the craft through the 
water at all ? If we can drive it over the water we can 
largely reduce the displacement resistance, which cuts 
such a figure in an immersed boat, and at the same 
time very considerably reduce the skin friction, mak­
ing our curve of power consumption approximate curve 
A with · short ordinates, since the immersed surface is 
much reduced. Then we shall be utilizing the principle 
which keeps a well-thrown "skipping-stone" flying for 
II long distance over the water, just as the aeroplane 
utilizes the principle which keeps a kite aloft. 
The very consciousness of a need leads to its supply. 
The step from the ordinary boat to the hydroplane 
has been taken in response to the need of higher speed 
on the water, just as the step from the balloon to the 
aeroplane was taken in response to man's need of con­
trol and speed in the air. Both of these improvements 
have come from abandoning the supporting quality of 
mere volume displacement, and utilizing the support­
ing quality due to resistance to a plane driven at high 
speed. The hydroplane has a bottom structure which, 
though heavier than its displaced water, yet stays on 
the surface like a skipping-stone by constantly moving 
. .  Elcoplane. " the great rival of . . Dixie Jr. " . .  Vita Jr. , "  the latest 1912 type. Note the front rudder. 
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on the water ; the aeroplane i s  a heavier-than-air struc­
ture which stays up like a kite by continually moving 
against the air. The hydroplane is upheld because its 
yelocity develops a sufficient upward thrust of the 
water over which it is passing, just as the aeroplane 
i', upheld because its velocity develops a sufficient up­
ward thrust of the air through which it is passing. 
The hydroplane is a vessel designed for two features 
of performance : 1. To rise out of the water when 
driven, owing to a very strong upward thrust on its 
hull and a light total weight which the upper thrust 
can lift. 2. To offer the minimum friction resistance at 
speed. These features, in ' a craft having 
a powerful gasoline engine and ' manned 
by a competent crew, result in high speed. 
The hydroplane is driven faster than an 
ordinary boat, by an engine of given horse­
power, because it is lifted up on top of 
the water and kept there ; the power of 
the ' propeller exerted to' drive the craft 
ahead also develops an . upward thrust 
on the hull by reason of the plane bottom 
of the hull. Let us look more closely at 
this matter of upward thrust. Consider. a 
heavy plank or plane, driven through the 
water in a direction making a slight angle 
with itself. The total resistance to the 
direction of motion may be resolved into 
. components, one parallel to the plane and 
one normal to it. The former involves 
the skin friction ; it is the latter which 
involves the levitating action of the plane. 
Let A, Fig. 2, represent the plane, and M 
this normal component which we may re­
solve into two components OJ!, a hori-
zontal drag tending to retard the motion 
of the plane, and Oy, .a vertical lift on 
the plane. If now the speed of the plane 
is high enough in proportion to its weight, 
that is, if this component Oy is great 
enough to lift the weight of the plane, 
the latter will rise. The diagram shows 
that in order to obtain an advantage from 
the use of such a plane fixed on the bot­
tom of a vessel, the benefit of the lift due 
to the plane must outweigh the drag and 
friction of the same-the latter diminish­
ing, of course, as the craft rises on ac­
count of the diminution of immersed sur­
face. It is all a matter of the ratio of 
the power of the craft to its weight. The 
idea itself is not new : plane boats 
equipped with powerful steam engines had 
been butlt before the present hydroplanes, 
but until the gasoline engine with its 
high weight efficiency was applied to 
motor boat propulsion, the weight of the 
power plant and of tll:e hull required to 
contain the same' was too great for the 
lifting force.' With the gasoline engine, 
itself of light weight for large power and 
capable of installation in a light hull hav­
ing a bottom designed with one ' or more 
planes, the lifting energy was able to 
force the structure up out of the water ; 
and the characteristic high speeil of this 
craft at once resulted, owing to the reduc­
tion of wave-making and surface friction. 
It is instructive to trace the perform­
ance of the hydroplane, its position with 
regard to the water as the speed is in­
creased from zero to the maximum of 
which the vessel is capable. Take the 
simplest construction, the so-called mono­
plane ( upper sketch, Fig. 3 ) .  At rest, 
this craft floats in the water like any 
other, boat, being supported by its static 
buoyancy. When the engine is started, 
the resistance of the plane bottom causes 
the bow to rise ; but ordinary buoyancy 
is still the ruling factor, and the stern 
sinks until the additional immersion of 
the after part displaces enough volume of 
water to support the boat. As the sp�ed 
increases, the further rising of the bow 
moves the center of upward thrust back, 
until it reaches almost to the center of 
gra vity of the craft. At this stage of 
the speed, since the point of support is 
very near the center of gravity, the boat 
is ready to pivot vertically, so to speak, ' 
upon this point ; and with further increase 
of speed the boat, powerfully upheld by 
the vertical component of ' the fluid pres-' 
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sure on its bottom, drops its bow, but raises its stern, 
till its bottom rests on the surface of the water at a 
small angle therewith, and with very little displace­
ment of water compared with that in the position of 
the boat when at rest. The main factor is no longer 
static buoyancy, but the new lifting force due to the 
speed of the boat. This is the planing position ; the 
power of the engine is showing a speed which could 
never be attained in an ordinary boat with a displace­
ment hull. If the speed is still further . increased, the 
bow may be · sharply depressed, causing the craft to 
dive headlong. The hydroplane may be built with 
A hydroplane at low speed, not planing. 
" Baby Reliance, " a new type for 1912. Built in May. 
The " Saurer Lurssen" hydroplane at full speed. 
Copyright HH2 hy Edwin Levick. 
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a single plane or "step" or it may have two or more 
steps, as shown in Fig. 3. These are over-water hydro­
planes. A type in which the upward thrust is given 
by totally immersed planes has been successfully dem­
onstrated by Mr. Peter Coopcr Hewitt in this country 
and by Signor Enrico Forlanini abroad. It is to the 
over-water hydroplane that we owe the phenomenal 
advance in boat speeds in recent years. The 21 miles 
per hour of the "Vingt et un" ten years ago, a speed 
unheard of up to that time, has to-day been more 
than doubled, the "Dixie IV," the fastest boat in the 
world, making 46 miles. Attention to detail, refine­
ment of design and the cutting down of 
weight enables this American-built craft 
of 500 horse-power to beat foreign boats 
having over 800 horse-power . .  The same 
speed qualities are shown in smaller boats 
of this. type also ; a craft new this year 
and only 20 feet long has shown a speed 
of 38 miles per hour. 
The average of fi ve runs in a speed trial 
of the 20-foot "Dixie, ' Jr.," hydroplane, 
over a course one mile long in Newark 
Bay, June 21st, showed a speed of 43.13 
miles per ' hour ; the best performance be­
ing 1 minute 22 1/5 seconds for the run 
north, which figures out 43.78 miles per 
hour. It is safe to say that this speed is 
as fast as any 20-footer has ever traveled . 
This boat is owned by Mr. Harry Payne 
Whitney. Next year may show us 50 
miles per hour in a 40-foot boat. The use 
of the Government tanks at Washington, 
D. C., for testing out large-size models 
has been of great assistance in develop­
ing the lines of these vessels. This year 
will see our British cousins here again­
their challenge has been received-to try 
to win back the Harmsworth trophy ; and 
there may be other foreign boats in the 
contest. Will some scientific American 
prove equal to the task of defending it ? 
The Value of Radium 
THERE are no very exact statistics of radium available, but according to the 
United States Geological Survey the whole 
quantity in the world is probably not over 
two or three ounces, and its value, like 
that of the big diamonds of the world, is 
purely nominal. It is worth whatever the 
possessors can get for it. The head of 
the English corporation producing radium 
.claims that it is worth approximately 
$100,000,000 a pound. A year ago this 
same person had estimated the value of 
radium at one third more. However, a 
little variation of $50,000,000 is not 
thought to matter where there is no ap­
preciable fraction of a pound of the 
precious stuff in sight. The fact that has 
more than anything else to do with fixing 
the price is the existence of several ra­
dium banks in the world where tubes con­
taining a microscopic speck of radium are 
rented out to doctors at something like 
$50 a day. While it is known to be of 
some value in treating lupus, which is a 
form of tuberculosis attacking the tis­
sues, usually of the face, there is little 
else known about its medical value. It 
has been claimed on several occasions that 
radium was valuable in the treatment of 
cancer, but experiments have not proved 
this to be an absolute fact. 
1 Nearly fifty years ago Mr. Ramus, a clergy­
man, conceived the idea of driving vessels over ' 
the water instead of through it, and tried ' his 
scheme in the British ' Admiralty experimimtai 
tank at Torquay ; but it failed because of the 
poor ratio of power to weight. 20-foot " Dixie Jr. , "  with a speed of 43 .78 miles per hour. 
A short time ago it was reported that 
the Austrian government had purchased 
the only two mines under private owner­
ship producing the ores from which ra­
dium is made, and thereby gained a mon­
opoly in its manufacture. This report, 
however, turned out inaccurate. It is true 
that the Austrian mines and the Aus­
trian government heretofore have sup­
plied the bulk of the radium salts existing 
in the world, but at the present time 
radium is being ' manufactured in three 
other countries, the United States in­
cluded. Sweden is producing radium 
from kolm, the English are getting it from 
mines in Wales, while we get it from west­
ern Colorado, where there is a large de­
posit of radium-producing ore. These de­
. posits produce '· also uranium and vana­
dium, the latter being ' used for making 
some of the high-grade steel alloys. While 
the mining pays in vanadium alone, the 
ore produces a certain per cent of radium. 
Ten tons of it procure only between twen­
ty and thirty milligrammes of radium. 
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